Reminds Skiers

Skies May Clear

tiers going on this weekend’s
Ski Club trip to Soda Springs
are reminded by Dick Alive’’,
club president, to bring slung
sleeping bags, toilet articles and
other necessities.
Buses ail leave the Student
Union tonight at 6 o’clock, and
will return at 10:30 Sunday
night.

The weatherman says we’ll
bine a pretty good day today.
despite early mansiag tog sad
pee* Mandy skies. Risks le
possible. The high foe tolnyatM
tie from 114-79 WIth weselmeest
winds et 443 inlet per both.
Lew himigbt will be 411-611.
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Large Group Assembles
For/ Annual Spartacamp
200 To Make
Asgomar Trip
advisers, committee persons, guest
speakers, and ministers will assemble in front of the Student
Union at 7:30 a.m, tomorrow for
their weekend Spartaeamp trip to
Asilomar, near Pacific Grove.
Complete with personal toiletries, casual dress (Pedal-pushers
or slacks for girls with a skirt
for the social program, and levi’s
or denims for bt ys), and high
hopes for a good time, the fourth
annual Spirlocamp group will get
underway to .Asilumar at 8 a.m.
via buses.
Arrival time Is saktled for
10:30 a.m., when the snipers will
move into the Longhousewhere
the group will reside during the
two day outing.
From 11:30 a.m. to noon, the
campers will have a box lunch,
and from 12:05.4o 12:45 p.m. will
attend a "General Meeting."
At 12:50 p.m., Mrs. Ruth H.
Kothini, currently serving on the
board of managers of United
Church Women, will speak to the
group.
The first of five study sessions,
pertaining to leadership in college
life and in other social affairs,
will be on "General Leadership,"
beginning at 2 p.m,
A general recreation hour
called "Tea Hour" by Publicity
Chairman Bed Fisherwill be
from 3:20 to 3:45 p.m., followed
Clean-up time is to be at 5:30
o’clock with afull course dinner
scheduled for 6 p.m.
Saturday night activities begin
with a "General Meeting" at 7:10
o’clock with a full course dinner
"C" on "Delegation.uAn old fashion "Wedge Mat"
will be from 9:05 to 10:10 p.m)
with square dancing scheduled
from 10:15 o’cliel until the regular dance hour, which will last
until 12:15 a.m.
Saturday activitle come to
close at 12:30 a.m, when all lights
are to be out.
"Wake up" time is for 7 o’clock
Sunday morning with a full scale
breakfast at 8 o’clock.
Church service will Mat until
10 a.m. with session "D" on "Communication and Coordination"
starting at 10:15 o’clock and lasting until 11:30 a.m.
A general "pack up" period will
last until lunch time, noon.
Session "E" on "Summary and
Evaluation" will last from 12:50
to 2 p.m., afterwhich a second
"General Session" will be had,
ending at 2:25 o’clock in the afternoon.
Rus Walton will be guest speaker from 2:25 to 3:15 p.m. Walton
is on the staff of the Western
Division offices of the National
Association of Manufacturers.
Spartacamp is scheduled to conclude at 3:20 o’clock Sunday afternoon, when the buses will return
the campers to the Student Union.

SPARTACAMP SPECIALThree members of the SpartacanuWommittee decorate one of the buses which will take them and 200 other
(-simpers to Asilomar, near Parent. Grove, for the fourth annual
Spartscarnp. From left to right are Bad Fishor, piebecity^chairwian:
Penne McLenahan, assistant director beading programing; and Bill
squires, assistant director heading arrangements. Spartacampers
are to leave Saturday morning and return from Asilumar Sunday
Photo by VI/S/14.411
evening.
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Petitions Cause!
Elimination
Of Candidates
Two more china officer candidates have been ’disqualified by the
Student Coutt---this time for petition difficekiee. The disqualifleatisane leave only 32 students seeking ghee in th3 March 14-15 election ace.
The two eliminated are Melvin
Peterson, candidate for ?Nehmen
president; and Jim Lacy, senior
candidate for half year representative.
Peterson failed to turn in his
petition tinders the 3:30 p.m.
deadline Wednesday, according
to Gary’ Ciliate, chief justice.
Lacy had not Isdablisbed senior
claws membership when tie took
out his petition.
Last Friday, 17 officer- hopefuls were eliminated for failure to
attend three claim meetings in a
row to establish class membership
and five meetings thereafter.
Candidates still in the running
Include Jerry Brown, Richard
Goss, Dori Mattison and Jerry
Snyder freshman president; Paul
iustsesimmensenemseetmeme
Class officer and junior justice candidiales. must turn in
their campaign platforms to the
SPARTAN DAILY Office. boom
J107, by 1:30 p.m. today, according to Bub Pentzer, editor.
The platforms should not exceed 150 words. They will be
published le an election editioai
Tuesday.

House Backs Ike’s Jor osnoez
Mideast Doctrine
W.4514,12WITOAL.....7.s.270.
voted overwhelming approval yesterday of the final wording of
President Eisenhower’s "fight -ifwe-must" Middle East doctrine.
The roll call vote of 350 to 60
sent the resolution to the White
House for the President’s
shins..
Wre.
It gave Mr. trberihomer substantially what he asked for in his
urgent special message almost two
months ago congressional authority to speed up to 200 million in
military and economic aid In support for the use of troops, if
necessary, to halt any Communist
penetration in’ the tense Middle
East.
U.S. WILL USE AQABA
WASHINGTON --President Flaenhower declared again yesterday
that the U.S. is prepared to use
the Gulf of Aqaba and the Straits
oLTiran as an open, international
waterway.
The President told his news conference at the same time that the
outlook in the Middle East is
brighter. But he said there are
still many problems which can
come up.
GAZA OCCUPIED
GAZA United Nations forces
completed the occupation of Gaza
yesterday. But new storm clouds
already were arising over Israel’s
renewed ’demands for freedom of
shipping through the Suez Canal
and Egyptian insistence that Gaza
must return to Egyptian control.

,Piallehnweit .11006weight o his own prestige to
Israel’s position on a third point
of contentionfreedom of shipping through the Gulf of Aqaba,
from, whose shoreline Israeli forces
will withdraw today.
DEMOS 91/1111 BILL
WASHINGTON -- DemOtile
farm leaders sought to ram
through an economy -minded house
yesterday a bill to provide for a
vest expansion in federal subsidies
for farmers in most sections of the
country.
ADMINISTRATION HIT
SACRAMENTO An assembly
investigating committee split
strictly along party lines yesterday over a report accusing Republican Gov, Goodwin J. Knight’s
administration of doling out commissions on state Insurance poll dies on the basis of "political favoritism.**
LINER VICTIMS TO VD
SAN JOSEJohn Vail, 28 will
be married Sunday to Melanie
Ansuini, 19, whom he saved from
drowning after the sinking of the
liner Andrea Dorie last fall.
Vail, a New York City waiter,
was on his way home after an
unsuccessful wife -hunting trip to
Italy. Ile said he had noticed
Melanie aboard ship, het was unable to muster the nerve to talk
to her. She was en route to her
San Jose home from Italy with her
family.

Bob Harriman,Harriman,Patrick

ments would have executive officers elected during the last week
in April or first two weeks of May,
and have those elected_take-ottice
by the enddrthe tliikrit of
May.
,
The Council felt that the
Court’s suggestion that such elections be held in the first two
weeks of May not take Into con
sideration the feet that Easter vacation In some years would come
in the middle of the campaign period, thereby breaking up the continuity of the candidate’s campargn.
In addition, the Council changed
the Court’s proposal for December
elections which stipulated that
those elected would take office
immediately after being elected
during the first two weeks of De&Toiler. The Council stipulated

that new officers take office by
the end of the second week of January. The DOUricil thought that by
this ^procedit04, the officers could
take eontrnind without conflict
with finals and midterms.
The ,Counell advanced a new
plan regarding class repreeentativrit,. also. The plan calls for the
elimination of clam council attendanee to run -for office. Members of the Council said that ,too
many well qualified candidates
were declared Ineligible because of
the class sttendance regulation.
The proposed amendment reads,
"A class representative must be
a member of the ASH, a declared
member of his ?lass, have a 2.00
overall average, a 2.00 average
the previous semester, be on clear
stendIng, nbt more than four, units
deficient for his’class, and not hold
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’Real’ Owner
The coveted Frosh-Sopts Mixer
Moque is in the hands of the
Claes. Cowie iCemay,
irrestwasn Clem peenagent, revealed yeaterdey=albre tretesem girls were
he Hied*
Mg the real Memo teens
Dr. Meaner cooeste lophosore
adviser, at the end oe lint
This reportedly is the first time
the real plague has been emceesfidly stolen.
leereey has stated that the
freshmen have both the real and
the fake ,plaque. Donna &amis.
Mary Dutton. hue Terstan aad
Shirley Whittaker obtained the
real one several months after the
take one had been stolen.
History reveals that the &lb.
Mien Clam is soder tart lee
MredrosetI. stoat the take as
mob year for Hess to WIpl.
that they has. it. reel ow% The original,, plaque dates Ai
to the clad( of 1943, according to
the markint on the back of the
plaque. TOM Bums, who was
Sophomore Clom president of the
QM at 111311,1111tad that his demi
created the fpise plaque to
WHICH IS11111111211HadrherteCtitreditherifibldia F’rolab-844191 IOW tliiireabmen from
stealingVt.-Some. Dome Illowele. Han
attendessee metretory, avid Sue Teedid,
Is rigid somentedly obtained IS from She Wheal.
Sophomore Claes. Ceurell Illepresodailles Deb Tame dal Traelelsot
Inch semester the plkq
Is
Connie Kersey, WS 1141 141111111. aim heleber the take plaspee. the sedisestep of the plaque ere be desided again tonight at illeVeasb-ileph vied for at the Frosh-Soph Mixer.
It Is awarded to the class with Ihs
Miser to be held is lea Wessails Gym from 8 to II oilorot.
orr
most points acatinulated in memanion, atteedance and entertaintimeisI.:In mewhe retain pessiodea
of the plaque the freshmen must
win the highest number of points
tonight at the Mixer,

Dr. Vatcher To Conduct
Study Junket in Japan

Spartans Seek
Duty, on taard

"We wok* disgust In the
awarding of the competitive
points of last semesters Mixer
bemuse of the obvious superior
ability of the Freshman Class,"
Kersey said, The freeborn are
especially anxious to win the
plaque because they are epeeporing the mixer.
Music for dancing will be provided by the Dick Tashi Trio duritfg tonight’s affair, "Around the
World In 90 Days".
The clime winning
war will also win
their class that go
total points and the

the tug-ofpotato for
tossed tbe
plaque.

Hawaii, Spain, Russia and San
Francisco will be represented in
decorations around the Women’s
Gym. Dave Rowe, freshman ’lospresident, has asked that decorations be left in place as they have
been borrowed.

Sierra Ski Condition Good;
Weather To Be Cloudy, Cold

Cal Vet Questions

SDX Will Honor
Male Prof of Year

Maoris dry. Snow line at Strawberry. 66 Inches of snow at 7000
feet. Ski conditions good. Chain
lift and rope tows operating.
Weather partly cloudy. Minimum
temperature 32 degrees.
Highway 106 to..liffrawberry-No chains required. Road conditions dry to ski area. Snow line
at 6000 feet. 23 inches of snow at
6600 feet. 50 inches at 7800 feet.
Ski conditions good. Scattered
clouds. Minimum temperature 26
degrees. All facilities operating.

Appear Daily;
Stanfprd
Student Lawmakers Alienate Staff

lay

,

ros
resi ent ileveals
Theft of Mixer Plaque

vice president; Janice Jordan and
Carol Young, trash secretary;
Sandy Creeek, freshman treasurer; Peter 1Larshall and Karen
araitiin Whoh.ii& Year *remotafive.
Sophomore candidates a r e
Tom Liles and
Doughu.,
president; John Agular and Neville Griffin, vice president;
Visits to Nagasaki and Hiroshima are among the points of interest
Shirley Keith and Emily Dennis,
study four of Japan which will be conducted by Dr. William H.
secretary. There are no candi- On
-dates for soph treasurer and full Vetiver assistant professor of political science, nest summer.
The purpose of the Japan Study Tour, for which SJS is altering
?bar repreeentative.
units of social science credit, is to acquaint the student with
Junior hopefuls include Bud eight
Fisher, president; Shirley Hansen, various sweets of Jerome life: history, government, geography, insecretary; Vivienne Andres and dustry sod fiso peopls, oroordIng to Or,. Vatchor.
4 The study group, which will
June Bibb, treasurer; Jerry Mcspend two months on the tour, will
Millan and Chuck Rigdon. full
have the opportunity of meeting
year representative. There are no
and talking with national governcandidates for the vice presidency.
ment officials, leaders of both parSenior half year representative
ties of the Diet. Supreme Court
candidates are Grant Salzman and
Six students had signed .up for justices and various other governBob Semichy. Junior justice canment officials.
didates are Gerry Wien and Gayle the special segregation study comTour cost, which includes colHansen, female justice, and Bob mittee proposed by the Student
Daggett, Jerry Siebes and Ron Council by yesterday afternoon. lege tuition fees, transportation,
Signups will continue today at the food and accommodations, will be
Ortiand, male justice.
$1454. ’The Student International
desk.
All candidates must _pick up the Student Union reception
Students so far Indicating in- Travel Assn., which sponsors the
rules for putting up posters today
tour, offers three types of flnshin the Student Union according terest in the committee, suggested
cial
aid: scholarships, grant -In-aid
the
Council
to
probe
by
the
prosecuting
atLuft,
to Curtis
torney. Posters go up Monday, amount of segregation In campus and a part payment plan.
organizations, are Lang Stanley,
Luft said.
Marilyn Daly, Gary Clarke. Marshall Gibson. Robert MeClenahan
and Penelope Keever.
Ray Freeman, ASH president,
students
Chester O. Neal, Ran Fran- said that he would like
SAN FRANCISCO Highway
cisco representative for Califor- affiliated with campus organiza- conditions in the Sierras today as
committee
to
sign
up
for
the
tions
AcIn
the
be
will
nia Veterans.
reported by the Californfli State
counting Office, Room 54, Tues- so that every group could have Automobile Assn, and the Ski Oprepres.entatioh.
day from 9:30 a.m. until noon to
erators Association:
The Council is expected to ofanswer am questions pertaining
Highway 40 -. No chains reficially select the group at vent
to Cal Vet problems.
quired over Donner Summit. Road
Wednesday’s meeting.
conditions dry. Snow line at Cisco.
70 -Inches at 7000 feet Ski conditions good. All facilities operating. Walther clear. Minimum temperature 24 demos.
Highway
No
chains reany other major elected or apquired over the summit. Road con.
pointed Student Body office."
Presentation of the Faculty
The provision does not pertain Member of the Year award will be
to the elass officer candidates. If made Wednesday night..
the general amendment proposed Deadline Dinner, sponsored by
by ’the council passes, the 2.25 Sigma Delta Chi. nationsl joinelalgrade point average would replace ism fraternity.
STANFORD (UP) The
the 200 average called for in the
Robert C. Kirkwood, state eon-. staff of the Stanford Daily.
class representative amendment.
troller and announced candidate campus
newspaper for Stanford
The Council concurred with the for the U.S. Senate, will address I niverwity, walked out today In
Court On a provision to elect the. the bariquet, scheduled for 7:30 protest against what It said was
representatives-It -large within the p.m. at the Catholic Women’s Cen- "restrictive legislation" by the
last week of April of the first two ter, according to John Keplinger, student governing body.
weeks of May. The present con- SDX president.
Editor Da1W1.,fleote of Chico
stitution does not have provision
Gov. Goodwin J. Knight may at- said this infraing’s teem waved
as to when these officers should
tend the event, reported KeplIn- he the last
be patediel by
be elected.
In another clause, the Council ger. The banquet also will feature the present stall.
proposed that chum representative a autaber of skits lampooning
The staff nem protesting a
vacancies created by other than campus personalities and events.
law mimed last night by the
twoby
a
filled
he
shall
recall
Tickets are now available, at Student Legislature which rethird vote oi their respective class
,
$2,0 each, In ROOM .1
quire, the Legislature to apcouncils.

Spartans To Vote on Amendments
A revised form of the Student
Court proposal to eliminate campaigns during the first five weeks
of each semester by combining
class officer elections with ASH
elections in December and May
will come up for student body approval in the March 14-15 general
election.
The Student Council approved
the proposed changes this week
and added still another amendment to the six proposed by the
court. The Council’s amendment,
which must be approved by a
majority of the voters, calls for all
clauses of the ASB constinition
containing the requirement of a
2.00 grade point average be
changed to require all students
seeking ASH and class offices to
have a 2.25 over all average.
The Connell-approved -a m e n d-

NO. -116

,

prove the student editor.
Heretofore, the staff of the
paper had been electing the eator, with .,the Legislature haring
only the power to approve the
election process itself.
The. Mil has been pending 1fdt
three weeks and had bees be.
terty taught by the paper sae
by petitions from the student
body. It needed
three-tosirtha
vote to pees. n received
11-4
vote test night. Student oat
P. 1195- Robert ’reeler,’
111111111111, Vie eseS.1111a
Teem

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

byTDisk

Bibler

NEWS SCRAPS

The Case of the Missing Snow Woman Baffles Arizona State

Spartana

By ROZ BERTHOLD

iiie

A mystery has perplexed the
Arizona State College campus, acFriday,
arch-II, 1957
Page 2
cording to the "Lumberjack," student publication. One of the resiEDITORIAL
dence groups worked hard on their
snow sculpture of a woman only
to wake up the next morning and
find It gone.
Proposed amendments to modernize or campus elections and
The temperature had gone
cut down the number of student elections each year will be put before
down to le degrees that night
student voters Thursday and Friday. The amendments are clearly out:
so the figure couldn’t have meltlined to streamline our election system and lighten the burdensome
ed. All suspects were lisfed. and
load of student elections that plague us each year.
the mystery may be solved soon.’
The new proposals will put class representative elections at the
According to the Lumberjack,
same time as ASB elections, that is, in December and late April or
"Snow women never die. They
early May.
just fade away."
Our present system became antiquated with the adoption of the
SPECIALIZATION
semester system at San Jose State. As it stands now, representatives
The "Coyote," College of Idaho,
are elected sometime in the first five weeks of each semester. The
told what we consider the most
new plan will enable class representatives to be elected and take
provocative story of the week.
office in January and May
before the new semester’s activities
Said the "Coyote," "Once upon
begin. The plan also moves representative elections from the time for
a time, there was a little girl
mid -terms and finals to an earlier date.
who had sassy boy friends.
If only to reduce the time spent at the polls each semester, the
They each asked her, ’Do you
new proposals are good. Time after time student voter apathy is
love met’ She answered ’yes’ to
criticized on this campus. Part of this apathy, however, is understandeach of them This went on for
able when one considers the endless number of elections we have. We
many years, but she died an old
constantly are urged to vote for queen candidates, class officers, ASB
maid.
officers and many other posts and honors.
"Moral: Don’t love everybody.
A general amendment aimed at raising the academic standard
Leave that to God."
of ASP and class officers by raising candidate overaN grade point
FALLING SOCKS?
average requirement from 2.00 to 2.25 also merits student consideraFrom the Syracuse "Daily Ortion. Attached to the amendment is the stipulation that officers must
Inge," Syracuse University, New
attain 2.00 grade averages or better during their current terms of
York, comes this classified ad:
office. Not only will pressure be on the student to possess a high
"Falling socks’ Hold ’em up
grade point average to seek an office, but he must keep those grades
By MARILYN PETERS
while in office.
- the dark office contained a desk, scattered chairs and three with magic, mend, then things
To bring our election system up to date we urge serious student couches. Impressive -looking certificates hung on the walls. The man aren’t so rough. It’s when ya ain’t
got
kg. that times are really
_consideration of the new proposals next week. We have enough behind the desk called himself a psychologist.
!"
trouble when we are, subjected to a myriad of names at each election
"I can cure you completely in six months," he told the rosin man to
Well, it rhymes anyway.
wItheut adding to the confusion with numerous elections.
standing before him. "All you need do is come to me twice weal
for I5 -minute treatments. Fees are reasonable. Your first visit
FEBRUARY’S HUNGER
The "Daily Herald," Columbia
cost $20 and subsequent treatments will be $10. This is your
Basin, relates that this past month
The man behind the desk conducts business from an
walking distance of San Jose State. The young man sta
ng before was something special.
him was Bob McHale, freshman pre -law major at Sta
"The people who dream up all
By TOM BRUFFY .
S.JS extends a helping hand to according to .1. C Hayes. a state
McHale visited the psychologist in an attemp o satisfy his cur- those special days, weeks and
C-alifornia’s prisoner rehabilita- employe acting as foreman for iosity. He had heard about the
tion program by using prison -made the Chino inmate -operated furni- Certification Bill .presented to the
California State Legislature by the
furniture in classrooms, offices ture factory.
and the Library.
Hayes is here to direct final California State Psychological
Assn. He had heard that he could
This furniture, now being in- assembly of 40
special table.
open an- office as a psycho
stalled in the Library. could beat needed by the Library.
without legal restriction. He, a
a "made in Chino Prison" label,
This program is one successful
Just as El baby will pout if it
heard that unqualified psYcholway in which the California Adult
does not get its way. the DAILY
gists in this state are doing more
Authority can make useful citizens
Dear Thrust and Parry:
will cut off your coverage if it
harm to society than good.
of convicts. The shortage of skilled
If Mr. Ray Freeman is a stu- feels like it
One
Tuesday
morning
in
his
forntture makers is one reason.
dent leader, as he claims to be
tieraId 1’ take, ASH
Also, commercial firms eagerly ac- Psychology 5 class. Dr. Dave New- In his letter to your column of 5
William Laster, ASH 9176
man.
assistant
professor
of
Psycept prisoners who show aptitude
March. I decline to be led. Mr.
Mel Augustine, ASB 7712
chology, lectured on the ways Freeman defends racial segregain their prison work.
Jack Worton, ASH 239
to recognize a legitimate psychol- tion on the campus with a horriThe s’atern does not work
ogist. Dr. Newman admitted a fying illogic. He says that feelsly to Use prisoners’ benefit.
secret desire to visit an unqualified
Mired HOC Stude_nta the wheal psychologist and watch him work. ings of hatred and prejudice can- Dear Thrust and Parry: In answer to those opposing the
not be legislated out of existrroce.
awd eves the taxpayers benefit.
He regretted that. because he
law banning from state campuses
The school can buy furniture at might be recognized, it was im- He sayi only eduCation can end
organizations with religious or
segregation.
a lower price. This means that the possible for him to do sp.
Fine Food
With regard to legislation Mr. ethnic discriminatory clauses. I
school can get more for its money.
Mcliale took it from there. Not Freeman is nearly correct; laws would like to point out the folSeven Days a Week
It also benefits by being able to having a class the following hour, accomplish nothing unless they lowing:
I. Such a law may afford a
order special types of tables, such he decided to visit one of the psy- are enforced.
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
chologists listed in the telephone
fulcrum for locals Interested In
With regard to hatred and
as the library index tables, which.
altering the attitude of their
directorY_Ans_d _lee for himself prejudice I hope Mr. Freeman
1610 E. SANTA CLARA
would be uneconomical for a cont--- whether or not he could differennational organizations (where I
Is wrong. Apparently be wants
metre& firm to manufacture ea= uate between the legitimate pey- to preserve racial segregation
Between 33rd & 34th
am told the real guilt rests).
2. Such a law could allow the
-dialogist and one who is not.
cept in a large quantity.
In order to protect the delicate
feelings of those who have ha- chapters more freedom in selectMellale gave the psychologist
000
ing their members since the natreds and prejudices. Hatred and
S phony name and said hls main
prejudice cannot be justified tionals would have less control
problem concerned his Inability
either morally or rationally.
to keep a job or make friends,
Education accomplishes no more
particidierly the latter. He also
said that he was always tired than does legislation because both
lack the teeth of enforcement and
and never felt ince working.
The lass student said that he practice. It is not education which
See end Buy What Yoe Like
Entered as ’wend dim matter
wanted to OVA the psychologist makes perfection; it is practice.
April 24, 1934, at San Jose. Calif.,
the impression that he was a vic- If. Instead "Of practicing desegreComplete Dinners
We Specialize
OPEN
under’ the act of March 3, 1879.
tim of "pme laziness." He added gation now we follow Mr. FreeJust
7 DAYS A WEEK
In Homemade
Member California Newspaper Pubman’s asserted leadership, we will
told
the
psychologist
that
he
had
lishers’ Association,
11.00 a.m. to 800 p.m.
1.00 to 1.50
Desserts
Published daily by tls Associated
that he had visited a medical doc- always be segregated.
175 SOUTH FIRST
ACROSS FROM KRESS
Sincerely,
Students of San Jose Stets College.
tor who had prescribed vitamins.
except
Saturday and Sunday, during
Jon F. Citapin, ASH 5474
McHale said the psychologist
the college year with one issue during each final examinetion period.
was horrified -that any medical
Subsyiptions accepted only on
doctor would prescribe vitamins
nusa;ndstof-school year basis. In
for such a complete emotional dis- Dear Thrust and.Perry:
Sell semester; $3; in Spring mrntuto,.
order. However, he Promised to
$1.50.
What does it take to get news
Telephone: CYpress 4-6414Edi,cure McHale within six months. in the SPARTAN DAILY if you
torial, Ext. 210; Advertising Dept
MeHale was not impressed are not .a Greek or a member of
Ed. 211.
with the psychologist’s office. the Big Three in sports?
Press of they Globe Printing Co..
1445 South First St., San Jew Calif.
It was located in an old realIt is clear that the "minority
deuce near the College. He said groups" (professional and service
the reception room was dingy fraternities and clubs) have a difEditor
’featuring
SOS PENTZER
and dusty and thought the ap- ficult time getting news into "our
Business
Manager
pearance of the place was al - paper."
Hillman Husky
HENRY HUSTEDT
’most "spooky." A large neon
One einestIon that wit ask 1st
Day Editor
.Sunbeam Rapier
sign was erected in front of the
"Why are soma news stories
JIM JCALLENSACH
old house. It railed the man a
about WS Modests good enough
News Editor
Walt Taylor
Feeler. Editor
Doctor of Drugless Medicine.
for national co.erage by this AO
Marilyn Peters
Editor
Sports
Den Recker
Mcliale said that the Psychol- and UM hut not good enough
Foreign Car Sales & Service
Society Edifgr
Pad ’Baratta’
ogist noticed a cyst on the top for "our paper?" We feet that
Flee Arts Editor
Mary Ann Sahel
635 University Ave., Les Gatos, Calif.
EL 42706
Wire Editor ............ Jim Kellenbach
of his head and diagnosed It as the students should know the
"eater* yoa make year spill, go me BM"
Photo Editor
Jim Cohen
answer.
the "seat of the trouble."
Exchange Editor
Iltirtheld
It
would sake the DAILY a lot
"That’s when I felt like gCtting
Librarian
Donna Slain
of time if it printed a green sheet
out of there." McHale stated,
on the qualifications of groups
shaking his head. "The psycholotrying to get some coverage. After
gist said It would have to be reall, not all of the clubs and servmoved hut he didn’t offer treat---new 1957 alltIon
ment, probably since -it Would re- ice and professional fraterni
have buddies its the SPARTAN
quire the use of drugs."
DAILY.
’Ed. Note. Part U of Bob McHaws experimewt sill appear
la tomorrow’s besso of the
mursimiu-DAILY:11:11411 telt
paper edition $1.35
you of the poychologist’s legitimate quallficaUons plus the re,
matador of McHale’s experience.
bound edition
2.00 plus tax

Amendments To Streamline Elections

Psychologist Tells Student Sleuth
Cyst Is Seat of Mental Disorder

library Furniture Made in Prison;
Part of Training Program at Chino

Servs

yo

Reply to Freeman

On Discrimination

months apparehtly got hungry in
111111111111111111111111111111111MIIIIIIIC:
Sebruary," according to the "Herald."
The Better You SEE
February Is National lee
Cream and Cherries, National
The Better You LOOK
Dine Out. and National Good
se*
erase squint lines
Breakfast month.
It also contains "national Kraut
Dr. Jack H. Chennell
and Frankfurter Week. and National Canned Salmon Week."
CAL POLY ’I’ & P
CY 5-2747
254 S. 2nd
The "Thrust and Parry" type
column In "El Mustang," Cal Poly,
Gladly Adiastod
Cil a
Is entitled, "The C4’ustomers Always Write." This Is a sentiment ’41111111111311111111111111111111111111111111111:
shared by the SPARTAN DAILY
feature editor who never has
enough room on Page two for all
the ’Thrust and Parry" letters.
"El Mustang" prints a letter
to the editor about chemistry.
This, however, is not the type of
chemistry usually taught in a
college.
"Subject - women; element Wo; accepted atomic weight -found where115; occurrence
ever man exists; physical properties boils at nothing, may freeze
" ""’"1
at any moment, melts when propKERRY
"?(Ye Kt YS
erly treated.
%100NCLOWS
"Chemical properties very
vt.A (01.1 .
acUve, poesesees great affinity
,rilr SAWN% .
/Meg
"
for gold and silver along with
.4( H001. NOY’S
platinum and pnacions stones.
nitosva
Violent reaction when left alone,
.4t=L
able to absorb great amounts of
MONDAY UR., MARCH 41
expensive food, turns green
when placed beside a better
Two Stews -7 and f:30
looking specimen.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
"Uses highly ornamental, use- Seats Now: $3.50, $2.50, $1.50 ;ncl. tax
ful as a tonic for low spirits, is
CY 1-4252
probably most powerful (income)
reducing agent known. Caution --highly explosive; variations -- all
present day specimens are Isotopes
of the original Eve."

OPTOMETRIST

IDA’S
X

over membership qualification.
3. Much a law and its test
would clarify the question
whether a tax -supported institution can legally recognize or
tacitly sanction organizations
which have such restrictions in
their by-laws.
However, it would appear that
at SJS, where the college adminration’s authority and Control
over the Greek groups has taken
a variety of forms, suffIcleat prerogatives already exist for requiring the removal of such restrictive clauses.
James C. Mock, ASB 11761

RENTAL

1027 S. FIRST
WHITE AND BLUE
DINNER JACKETS
TUXEDO AND SLUE seas
Includes, Shirt. Studs,
Tie, Cuff Units, Flower,
Hodienkitif and
Cummerbund.
Hours. 5 A.M.-7 30 P.M. Se Id 6
Thurs. ’ti) 9. Sun by appointment.
Phone: CY 2-9102 - CY 4-6035

sui

LET’S GO TO CHURCH
Wesley Foundation

0filee

MAUER’S CAFETERIA

0

The Methodist student center Irk San Jose
24 N. FIFTH STREET
CY 4-7254
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO
PARTICIPATE IN ITS SUNDAY ACTIVITIES

Spattan2)aily

9.30 A.M. Kiononie Klass, led by Dr, Harold Crain
in Wesley Lounge.
6.00 P.M. Snack Supper in Wesley Hall, 35c. No
reservations necessary.
7.00 P.M. "God’s Man on bare
lS on the Military chaplainry and Serice Lilo by Corn Director: Dick Ingraham, S.D.
-mender Wright of Moffett Field.

Attacks Daily

1111,14 MANDER

Just Out

World Almanac
and book of facts,

Curtis Lindsay, Inc.
Gifts Cards
77

So. lit St.

Office Supplies

CY 2-4161

Preis Partial at ay Mvalcipal Parking Lot

gene
Floral Artists’ .

EXCEL LITTER SERVICE

We de Student Wed,
NIIMEOGRAPHiss, .TYPING
STENOGRAPHY- ADDRESSING,
Reasonable Rates
SIM S. Red
CY 11-11111111
If no answer call CY 3-6209
Alb"’

Si’

98 E. Santa Chia St.
CY 5-4934 or CY 5-4935
FREE

DELIVERY WITHIN CITY

"Flowers Have Never Spoken

an

Unkind

Word"

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH

IN

MIND

SERVICES:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
9:10 A.M.
. WORSHIP SERVICE
A.M.
-YOUTH-MEETING
6:30-7M.
-EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
_.. 7:30 P.M.
:
BETHEL MEMORIES-8:30 A.M.SUNDAYKEEN-1;470
THOMAS G. SUTTON Pastor

’

=T.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks friliN-CiiIpst

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:30 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence SandsMinister

"A

Cordial Invitation’ for Every Sunday"
TRI-C COLLEGE AGE FELLOWSHIP
SUNDAY

9:30--Loadership Seminar
Spring Quarter: -Old Testament SurveyHeld TO

6:00TRI C Club Time
C building
Ird

end Son Anton).

5.

Halsey Fires 4-Hit Shutout at Stanford
Spartans Coast In
For First Win, 3-0
By DON BECKER
.
Tuck Halsey fired a nifty four-hit shutout- fo lead San Jose to a
3-0 win over arch -enemy Stanford on the loser’s "Sunken Diamond"
yesterday.
It was the third straight win for Halsey and San Jose over the
puritans from the north. Control artist Halsey twice turned back the
Indians last season, 1-0 and 3-2.
Halsey, thriving in the first Spring weather of the year, pinpointed his pitches and was never in trouble. The four hits he did allow
were well scattered and not the sort anyone might write home about.
Coach Eddie Sobaak’s Spartans wrapped up their first win of
the season in the initial canto. San Jose shortstop Bobby Krail greeted
Indian starter Dick Jones with a bloop single over second. Joe Winstead followed and eitended his hitting streak to 17 games (15 last
season), with a clothesline one baser to center. Jones struck out Don
Hodgen but walked Jim Craig to fill the bases. Jerry Clifford, who has
not as yet found his hitting shoes, dribbled a slow roller down the
third base alley and Krail raced home to score with Clifford being
nipped at first.
The curve-balling Indian hurler got out of the first without further

- Show Slate.

Fox
I

CALIFORNIA
THEATER
345 Ses. 1st.
IT

ROBERT 7.1,,t,th* ALDO
RYANmachine
Mot blerrds I RAY

4

hilfirfin

I---"THE BIG BOOM"
.
2ND DIG HIT

Errol Flynn -Pedro Armenderit

STUDIO
Tom
Ewell

Anne
Francis
Ann Miller

"The Great
American Pastime’s’
Plus

Suspense Drama
"EDGE OF THE CITY"

- 14, -R AN-CHO
Mar

klaidisa

"BABY DOLL"
.

Plus

"WILD PARTY"
1

-Okalilsoef Otriso-Clool OhmarG

SARATOOA
lab Hope

Ewe Marie saint

"THAT CERTAIN FEELING"
-PLUS"TNT MOUNTAIN"
Spencer Trecy -Claire Trocor
Students with Card -504

CV.

7 - 30 f, 0
N.Y. New;

- ANTHONY.RIANN
GIULIETTA PASINA
. RICHARD IIASEHAR1
TT SST
aset Iff*Os

EVENINGS 7 P.M. ’9:20 P.M.
Coffee in Foyer
Stsdent Rate with Card

Ends
Tait
Susan Hayward
- Kirk Douglas

The Stars of the Year

"TOP.
SECRET
AFFAIR"

damage but found himself back in
the frying pan again in the second.
KRAIL DOUBLES HOME PAIR
Spartan Harry Haley was safe
on an error by third baseman
Rudy Figueroa to start the frame
First baseman Ed King belted a
line shot over third for the first
of his three hits during the afternoon. With one out, Krail socked
a low long drive to left field. The
Stanford left fielder hesitated for
a moment, started to come in on
the ball, then put on the brakes
and reversed his direction only to
chase the ball as it flew over his
head.
Haley and King scored easily .
to end the scoring for the day.
The game had hardly begun.
The Spartans threatened to
score twice thereafter, but were
never able to get the run -producing baschit.
But three runs were enough for
Halsey. The Indians never got
Warted. Stanford center fielder
(Bob-Metz-her nicked Heise), for
three of the Indians’ four hits. One
was a bunt, one a .slow roller to
first that the speedy Indian legged
out and the third a sliced grounder through shortstop. A bat handle
single by Rich Defabio was the
only other, Stanford bingie.
rSIALMEY WALKS BUT ONE
Aside from a sneaky fast hall
and a curve that at times broke
sharply, Halsey’s biggest asset was,
his control. The husky right -hand er allowed only one walk while
hitting one batter.

SUCCESSFUL THEFT - Baseball Coach Ed Sobczak hopes his aggregation is as fiery as es-Spartan outfielder Joe Bonnet’s), shown
above completing a steal of third base. Action took place at Municipal Stadium, scene of SJS diamond- battles this year.

Tracksters ’Prep
For
The Indian Fracas

"unknown quantity" Spartan track team tastes its first spoon:.
ful of intercollegiate competition tomorrow when it competes in the
AU-Corners Meet at Stanford.
Coach Bud Winter had his underlings training at sloshy Spartan

Field this week. An 80-man team will make the trek to Palo Alto, The,
All-Comers, which gives the ’lesser names" a chance to shine, will kelp
Winter formulate his traveling ,scplaci for the March 15 and 16 en-

Hungary Stars with Art..
Will Perform
In Aqua Show

Du..ATO Pace --Fraternity
League With 2-0, Records

W
2
7

Team
Internaflenal
PSI Kappa Alpha
Tap-A,Kerp.Plea
Chi PI Sere*
I.
Greet. farad
’rins
e
Newton, Five
Ins
Taw Della Phl
Tepee Nog Keg
Fighrlee Fl. %
Esquires
0
Club
Med Sees
Neerreea
Spartan Cal
0
SCCE
_I

Igrarre wl Daddies
Spinel
Theo CM
Saler Hall Ph*

W

0
S

I

Bungalow Bakery

Denton

Breakfast. Lunch - Dinner

"NIGHT RUNNER"

By

- *counters in Arizona. i SJS tangles
University and
zona State of T empe in dual
meets).
Stanford will pr -sent a strapping squad thin season under
new skipper Payton Jordan. Jordan ham taken the Indian helm
A touring Hungarian swimming, after carving out an outstanddiving and water polo teem will ing reputation at Occidental
make its first Northern California College in Lott Angeles, As
appearance next r rioay-ntgtrt-rit USC sprint king, Jordan -6-es8 o’clock in the Spartan Pool in pecially adept In handling 100
an exhibition meet with SJS swim- and 220 men.
mers and nembees of the Santa HERRMANN BIG HOPE
Clara SwimminefInb.
The Farmers’ big hope In the
The Hungarians, all refugees sprints appears to be Frank Herrand members of the Olympic team mann. He hatflown the 100 in 9.9.
from their native land, will bring A datithorse, possibility 14 Jim
their 1956 Olympic championship Faster, who hass-lOafed a few 10water polo squad, which includes flat centuries.
several mermen from the 1952
Winter will counter with Rapid
Olympic champion team. Proceeds
Ray Norton, who has 9.6 and 9.8
from the meet will go to the
clockings in the 100 and a 21.6
Hungaran relief fund.
Local athletes who will compete effort in the 220.
Norton might 0400 compete in
Hungarian stars in the
The Spartans turned In a fine - against the
rrmann
were on the-thebroad-Jump,
defensive game behind their ace water polo exhibition
last season, has leaped 24 ft. 111.-Noiton has
squad
State
San
Jose
chucker. They committed only
the SJS no record, thus tar in this event.
me error. Bob Krall, with a Probable starters for
!Varian two-miler Bob Rush
Rich D,onrier, .
are
aggregation
sure pair of hands and good
Lee Walton, Roger Mc- Probably will he puffing to keep
arm. looks as if he may make goalie;
and Dave Freidenrich, up with Stanford’s Maury
local fans forget all about last Candies.,
Dale Anderson, Art Graves. Graves, a lad with lots
sessoirs ace shortpatcher, Bill backs; and
Lambert and Rollo Koivistd, for- of snap In the stretch, has reRebating.
corded a 9:08.7 two mile Jaunt.
wards
Coach Sobczak, all happiness
The Spartans’ ace divers, Bob REDA% VS. NELSON
and smiles after his first win, ,Eustis and John Riley will cornClint Redus, a one-man stamSaid he thought some of the po- pete in the exhibition meet, pos- pede at CCSF last year, was twice
tential of the club had been sibly performing off both Me One the leading point -getter in State
brought out.
and three meter boards.
J.C. meets. He has reeled off a
All swimming events, according 9,7 100, but his specialty is the
The locals continue their diamond action tomorrow when they to swim mentor Charlie Walker, hurdles.
travel to Berkeley to meet Cali- Who’ is organizing the program,
Redo, hes sailed over the high
fornia in a doubleheader ached- tentatively will be 100 yards in sticks In :14.4 and has buzzed
Wed to start at noon. Sobczak did length. These races will include the lows in 125.8. His most apirnot announce his pitching choices. the freestyle, back stroke, butter- lied opposipon will come from
fly and breast stroke.
Indian Bernie Nelson, the PaBASEBALL BOX SCORE
Santa Clara athletes will corn- eine Coast Conference champ in
H
Sfarrferd AS
All I H
See Jos*
Hungarian
female
against
the
pete
10.141. Nelsen has equaled Redo.’
Flitch’, Cl 4
S I 7
Kroll, n
Delete, If 4
mermaids in the swimming events. showing in the highs at’ :14.4 and
Wlastd, cf 2 0 I
Slung, 2b 7
Medved, 2b S 0 0
who
’recently
Chris win Saltza,
3 0 I
Mew, lb 3
Cr.!,, rf
has negotiated the Iota% In :24.7.
Flora, 36 3
Clifford, ’c 4 0 0
set a new women’s record in the But Nebein
not Stanford’s
rf 4
E 0 0
t4.441047.):
3 i I
Stateort, es 3
abo yard free style in the Spartan only threat.
4 I I I Hideo, c 3
Klee, lb
Pool, heads the list. With her will
4 0 0 a Jeers, p I
CUM, II
Chuck Cobb, with postings of
I
Morbid,
be Doxie Ranson, Jane Wilson and
NOT, p
0
:14.6 and :2.3.7. moat also be conof
members
all
Mahoney.
Mary
II
7
3
4
I 2
sidered.
I 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ten Jos.
Santa Clara’s strong club.
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0
Oohed
OTHERS COMPETE
The Santa ciara Youth Center
and the San ’Francisco ’Olympic
Club also will compete In the
meet, making the Spartans’ stab
for success even more difficult.
Center Lee Junta of Phi Sigma Kappa and guard Dave McCully
The high jump probably will
of DelteSigma Phi each scorecr20 pointa as their two teams met in
he a S.C.Y.C-Stanford monopothe Fraternity League in the Spartan Gym last night. Phi Sigma
ly. Vero Wilson and Hers. Wypulled the game "out of the fire" to win, 46-41.
student, have conIn other Fraternity League contests, Sigma Nu. beatidimbda att, an SiS
quered 6 ft. 10 in. The Indians’
Chi Alpha. 47-22; Sigma Alpha Epsilon nipped Theta Chi, 37-33; Delta
Fehlen has IesPed 0 Its 7
Upsilon defeated Sigma CM, 50-38; and ’Alpha Tau Omega trounced
in. and there are rood indica
-Kappa Alpha, 51-28,
be eisa:WEireler.
After the first week of play (two -games), the following are the lions t
-Were going to let the boys
Independent and Fraternity League races:
.
.
INDEPENDENT LEAGUE
INDEPENDENT I EAGUE
ERA/UNITY LEAGUE let off stewn." Winter asserted.
INTSLCOAST
PACIFIC COAST
Team
W j

-- Also

Colleen Miller

the BENCHWARMER1

Duets -Pastries
feeatala pea 7 Days a Week
6:30 A.M.-6:30 P.M.
corsiet_etkli Williams

0
0

l
0
0
0
I
I

I
2
2
2

Aloha TT Omag
2 ll
Dolfa Upsilen
0
Kapp, 1.,
PTO Verna Kappa
I ?
Sierne Alpha Emile* 4- -r
Vi m& Chl
I
sig.. N.
I
Theo Ill
--4" t
Sept,. Alpha
0 I
Dolt/ Sterne
0 1
lambda Chi AVIA II 2

STATE COLLIS,
MAR KIT
Fine Meats and &sow«
IIstonahl Pricey
Op*. NIghts ’Til le P.M.
Corner of Oth 1 Ses Carlos

NAME

B.

/01

A guy named clesii7, fighting under the label tif Weivin Stroud,
unjurled a performance Monday night which deserves more than
passing attention.
Stroud’s spontaneous combustion battle with Michigan State’s
Johnny Butler had a well -filled Civic Auditorium house on its feet,
stomping, whistling and cheering. Rarely do collegiate bouts tingle
collegiate spines as this one did.
Butler kept a pair of fiats in Stroud’s face throughout the first
round and settled back to taste victory. He admitted later to this
writer that he felt he could whip Stroud by doing little more than
making faces at the freakishly effective San Josean.
It was with such unfortunate glee that Butler waded Into the
second heat.
and Intimately
Stroud convinced him quickly
- with four quick jabs that there had been a
change in the script. Stroud makes no pretentions
of being college boxing’s most dynamic thumper.
He fights to win.
In the latter half of the second round he was
shooting punches all over Butler’s body. Underhand
shots, overhand rights, double-windup bolos, post der-puff pushes . . . Stroud was pegging them all.

cpartait
cport4
SPARTAN DAILY,
Friday, March 8, 1957

HAVENLY FOODS
Oct Of This World Irstearese
Ikeekl.st Lynch
Dinner
BANpUITS A SPECIALTY
PRIVATE PARTY ROOMS
CV 3-1402 Os isysitore 14. ef Jells*

PIPES FOR
DISCRIMINATING SMOKERS
Al WOOD
PETERSON
BARLING
GAD.
COmOY DUNHILL SASIENI
1..mar.11.41.

: Too Many l’unches
!1 can’t ever remember having so many punches
STROUD
thrown at Me," confessed Butler. who has gone to the pugilistic pits
115 times. Then, contemptuously. Butler said "Toe many 01 Stroud’s
punches were .wild."
_
To the dismay of an unduly partisan gathering, the officials
awarded the round to the Michigan Stater. This peculiar hit of robbery only energized Stroud and from this point on Butler did not
enjoy the best of health.
Early in the final round the tiring Butler smiled and stepped
back. As he did, Stroud twisted his mashed lips with left -right combinations, a series of punches not often employed by the 5.15
boxer.
At times in this round it was evident that both boys were extremely Urea It seemed as if the energy waii slowly being sapped
from their legs. But a bout was at stake and Stroud caught his second wind.
While Stroud was catching more wind. Butler was catching
Stroud with a lusty right-hand wallop to the head, which would have
deposited lesser souls on the backside of their panties.
It only Infuriated Stroud. He wound up like Robin Roberta
and came rushing out of his corner. The crowd howled. Butler
retreated as if the ialli111111 were coming.
Twice Stroud peppered his foe against ’the ropes and a longrange bolo landed flush in Butler’s face rrhe East Lansing lightweight felt this blow and others near the end of the round were
Stroud’s best), As the hell sounded the San Josean was winging punches a is Hurricane Jackson.

FEATURING SPECIAL
RATES TO COLLEGE
GROUPS

Judy’s Cheerful
Little Earful

Now *In this -.SKINS!" is Les
Easter’s new album of a bongo
party employing every type of bongo available pins the top Wino
players in the country (Including
SHELLY SIAN’S*: on drums). Meson: a bongo party that tops anything offered la the way of peeCalifornia Hospitality
Last-round heroics gave the resident Spartan a "draw" (sillt npasion on records! A S minute
by Shelly Haunt., a II inmate
Strand realized it was a kindly act of California hospitality.
0 solo end 8 other wonderful
Exclusive of Stroud’s unflagging backbone, the important thing hacks in which every percolation
to remember is that Butler is not just another pug on the fistic trail. Snood, tonal quality, and rhythm
pattern can only he suauned up He has been approached by Al Weill, Sam Pian, and Hec Knowles, a areatesit! (where! at COAST, of
trio of sage professional pilots. Butler, an NCAA semi-finalist last estaree) . . . Symphony No.
year and a finalist in 1954, won the Chicago Tournament of Chant- by Tech has been Introduced for
Glha first time by Steinberg on
Mona crown in 1953.
Capital in full range fidelity. Tido
Those who have witnessed Golden Gloves finals in the Windy City Pulitzer Prize winner a isggineao
--like the Tower of Pleas(
realize the enormity of winning a title there.
--- ,
on the plea.Three rings are constantly whirling with activity.- Fighting ’ tant "dinnonsatesce tahntd structure of
champs trek to Chicago from such cultural metropolises as Memphis.. contemporary] classical mu ale..
Dallas, Minneapolis. Denver. Detroit, and Butte. Butler plowed through iWhat ever ydir mood or likes la
the entire ’53 collection and went on to plaster Edson Brown, now a I music. come In to COAST RADIO.
266 So. I’d for those records "unp romising young pro, for the title.
touched by human hands" (en"! underrated this guy (Stroud)," Butler reflected. "Actually teiuding the rnrord girls!).
he didn’t tear me up but he reallyi wears s guy down. It’s his crowd- I
By JUDY WALDNER
pleasing (that’s the word) style which makes him tough to fight."
One of Butler’s best buddies at Michigan State is footballer Clarence Peaks, the Philadelphia Eagles’ first draft choice.

Judoists Earn
Trip to Hawaii
A trip to the Hawaiian Islands
is part of the reward three Spartan judoists will receive for their
winning efforts in the recent senior PAAU tournament held in
Stockton.
Blackbelters Ben Campbell, Mel
Augustine and John Sepulveda
topped all opposition in their
weight divisions, giving them a
berth in the national tournament.
They will meet weight champions
from divisions over the United
States April 6-7 in Hawaii.
Campbell, who has the rank of
third degree black bell was named
grand champion of the Stockton
tourney by defeating the top winners in the individual weight divisions.
Augustine, a second degree
black better, took grand champion
honors in 1956 and Sepulveda, also
ft second degree black better, earned a third spot in 1956 ih the 150pound class.
liib_announcexnents isaat_be
in the SPARTAN, DAILY Office
not later than 1:30 p.m. of the
day before pubiication.

STUDENT CAR OWNERS
Our Complete Service Department
is now available
For Foreign and Domestic Car Servicing
Drop in today!

ELLIS SERVICE SDITER
CT 2-5335

311 SO. FOUITH

San Jose Health Club
ONE YEAR FREE!
II these rsults ar not obtained
within 60 days.
3"
22IS

GAIN
on your CHEST
on your ARMS
on your LEGS
Lbs. WEIGHT

REDUCE
4- on your WAIST
3- on your HIPS
3- on your LEGS
IS Lbs. WEIGHT

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION

er year
MONEY
RACE

Occlueio:ti
’Old Country" Style Pia
Grinder Sandwiches our Speciality
Choice of Italian Cold Cuts, Hot Sausage, or
Meatballs
Full Foot-long loaf of Bread
With all the Trimmings
And, of course, Baked Lasagna
km’ available for your party, whetter its 20 or 200.
Drive out El Camino, just past Seafe Clara City.
Phone AX 4-1052
Take Out Orders
or go to 3044 El Camino, Santa Clara
GRANDVIEW SHOPPING CENTER
Only a Step Away from the Moonlight Drive-In

5,
".

GUARANTIED

Don’t become dull because of lack of
exercise. Stop in today at the San Jose
Health Club. 413 E. Santa Clara Street.
CV 7-3251. 3 blocks from campus.

I
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Three Countries Offer
Top Flight Fellowships
Three foreign countries are now offering plump fellowships to
lure American students into their colleges for the 1957-58 school term,
according to the Institute of International Education.
West Germany, reports 11E, has more than 60 awards for study
waiting for Americans who wish to compete. Included in the German awards Cr. 50 being offered by He German government and 19
by private institutions. The government fellowships provide $650 for
the school year, round-trip travel*
from New York to Germany and
are available for study in any
field at a West German university.
The HAAG, an unpronouncable academic society, is offerlag 10 fellowship* for study in
A new history of San Jose State
any Heid at any Wed, German
university; the fellowship"’ total College, "Pioneers for One Hunpublished
$750 a piece. Candidates must dred Years," will be
soon by the college as one of the
be unmarried.
the Centennial
Prospective teachers of German major "events" of
are being offered two $1500 year.
It was written by Dr. Benjamin
awards by the Germanistic Socieprofessor of
ty of America, each for one year F. Gilbert, associate
history, after extensive research
of study. Candidates here must be
the archives
under 30 and should be unmar- that took him into
ried. A number of other awards of San Francisco schools, state
and other
are being offered for ktudy in records at Sacramento
sources.
..West Germany.
The new book will become the
Candidates for most of these
authority" on SJS for
German awards should be under "standard
BA. degree by many decades. It will include 24
35, must have
time of departure and a good com- Pages of photographs, illustrating
mand of the German language. the growth of the college frost its
Winners will not be allowed to San Francisco days to the present time,
take dependents with them.

SJS History
To Be Printed
For Centennial

vt:te

...;u

Illinois Offers
Assistantships
In Health Ed.
Candidates for an M.S. Degree
In health education are eligible
for assistantships at the University of Illinois in Urbana. Candidates must have a bachelor degree in health education and must
have maintained at least a B average during the junior and senior
years.
The positions require either
half-time teaching or 24 hours of
work a week as a research assistant or a combination of the two.
Stipends ranging f ro in $1900$2100 plus free tuition are offered
for the two semesters.
Qualified students interested in
applying should see eDr. Charlotte
E. Wilcox, head of the Health and
Hygiene Department,

Babes Featured
Fendsdnity will be the keynote
of the neat nation of Lyke according to asset Nielsen, editor
of Use campus feature inagaideio.
The issue will be devoted to
the distaff side, with "Lyke’s"
usual features also In evidence.
The price wilt remain 25
cents.

$hasta,Group
Sees Hopefuls
Representatives of t he Fall
River Joint Unified School District of Fall Ricr Mills, Shasta
County, will be on campus today to interview secondary teaching .candidates in all fields. Information can be obtained at the
Placement Office, Room 100.

Science Department Sponsors
Secondary Science Workshop
A workshop for 40 high school
chemistry teachers will be held at
San Jose State from June 23-July
s. It will be sponsored by the
Future Scientists of American
Foundation of the Natural Science
Teachers’ Assn., according hi Dr.
Carl Duncan, chairman of t he
Natural Science Division.
Workshop director will he Dr.

Italy Is also offering big,
prizes to American students.
The Italian Government is oftering six SHIN fellowships for
men and women interested in
advanced study or research.
Receivers of government fellowPlacement interviews for positions in business and industry will
ships will also get extra money be held Monday and Tuesday in the Placement Office, Room 100.
’for travel in Italy with free tut- Detailed information and appointment times can be obtained in the
bon provided by the host histitu- office.
Gott& However, they must pay
A personnel representative of Sears, Roebuctiwand Co. of Los
their own trans-Atlantic travel Angeles will hold interviews Monday from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for
expenses. Candidates for these candidates for a beginner training program. A film will be shown togovernment awards must have a
- -*day at 3 p.m. in 13-2.
master’s degree or its quivalent,
Mathematics, physics, and mecand must, present a project, outhanical, electrical, industrial and
lined in detail, for advanced study
Work on a spring fashion goes euirtneeetng majors will be
or research,
show will continue at Wedeln,- interviewed I4o/s4ay from 9:30
-4ileastrat Malian felio’frthiP
day’s meeting of Gamma AMU a.m. in 4.
iiii-fiacentent with
mdreeseats are the same’ afi ill
Chi, national advertising soror- the Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Getaway, except that a working
its, to be held at 3:30 p.m. In of San Francisco and Sunnyvale.
knowledge of the Italian isaguyin5.
An agent of Pan American Airf’ Is required.
Plans for the show, which will lines will interview aeronautical
SJS students interested in phi- be presented late next month,
operation anti maintenance majors
losophy, Spanish and Spanish-’ were begun at this week’s meet.
Tuesday from 9:30 a.m. to 430
American literature. history. edu- I ins, according to Dawn Tognole
p.m. A group meeting will be held
cation, social sciences and law ’ president.
from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. in the En might be interested in the Father
gineering
Building
conference
Felix Varela Fellowship being ofroom.
fered by t h e Cuban -American
Interested students with majors
Cultural Institute for study in
in mechanical, civil. electrical and
Cuba.
sales engineering will be interApplication blanks and further
viewed Tuesday from 9:30 a.m. to
information about all these felSecondary teacher education
lowships may be obtained by scholarships of $400 each are be- 4:30 p.m. for placement with the
writing the Institute of Inter- ing offered to fifth -year students Pacific Gas and Electric Co. of
national Education, 291 Geary training -In teach on a general San Francisco.
Aeronautic; mechanical, electSt., San Francisco 2.
secondary credential in California public schools, according to rical and industrial engineering
Dr. Gervais W. Ford, head of the majors will be interviewed TuesSecondary Education Department. day from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
SJS will play host to the annual
The scholarships, offered by the for positions with the Sacramento
Pacific Area Teachers of Earth California Congress of Parents Air Materiel Area of McClellan,
Sciences Socie ty
conference
and Teachers, will be awarded for Calif.
March 21, according to Dr. Cart the year 1957-58.
Application
D. Duncan, chairman of the Natushould be made to the San Jose
ral Science Division.
State Scholarship Committee.
A new system for handling inAdditional information may be terviews for part-time jobs has
obtained from Congress of Par- been devised by the Placement
ents and Teachers, Suite 300, 322 Service. The new procedure is
DRY CLEANERS
W, 21st St, Los Angeles 7, Cali- designed to improve the quality
sad
fornia.
of jobs offered and to expedite
BACHELOR SERVICE
individual interviews.
LAUNDRY
Procedure now will be as folI
lows:
Interviews will be conducted
FAST SERVICE
from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., from
In at 9Out at 5
The Alarneda County Heart 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. and from
Assn. in Oakland is offering em- 3 p.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
25 S. 3rd
pioyment and training to health Friday. Unscheduled time will be
Open 7:30-6. Sat 7:30-1
’ education graduates and under- used for obtaining information
graduates at SJS. Either majors from employers.
or minors are eligible.
Students will be required to
Trainees would be employed as sign up on an interview list. In community health educators and
would work with schools and local
FOR Wf7’
health organizations. Applicants
liteemse for boys. Kit. priv. Linen. for both. temporary and perMaid service. 47 S. 8th St. 825.
manent positions will be considDeems for sea. single Or double. ered.
latch. priv. 633 So. 5th St
Kappa Phi will have their pic
Further details may be obtained
WANTED
from Dr. Charlotte E. Wilcox in tures taken for the "La Torre’
Thursday, .March 14.
the Health and Hygiene Office,
riders fr. Oakl. sic. daily w. or
Women’s Faculty Club will meet
w.o. tiers. Ph. Bob High, LO 2-4121.
this evening at 6 o’clock in the
S. share apt. with same.
Women’s Gym. Dr. Olive Gilliam
261) N. 8th- #3. CTwill be guest speaker.
&W A
Internatienei Students
ITOR PIAUI
Chewing Club of the Find Uni. =Hen -will meet today at 12:30
Baby Grand Plano, 5’, Baldwin, tartan Church, kiiN. 3rd St., will lene in Room SD126.
natural wood finish, exceL cond.
Student Y Will hold its apple
Meet jointly with the Adult DisSee Airs. Bowman, Engr. Dept: cgssion Group fiutiday at 7:45 p.m. polishing dinner tonight at 6:30
or gall CT 54005,,,eveni0gs.
Following a review of the Rev. o’clock at the First Christian
19-la gimes sofa bed. Like new. Sidney Peterman’s United Nations Church, 80 S. 5th St.
$70. Evenings, CY 7-3259.
PzenbYturtun Student IrellaWDay nermcm. "The Leisure to
2 typeeniters, portable, exc. contr. Hate," Dr. F.B. Wood of IBM ship will meet Sunday evening at
338. Mad. Royal, old but gd. $13. Corp. will expiain briefly the con- 6 o’clock at 43 N. 3rd St. for the
CT 34631 nights or 253 S.
eept of inverse feedback circuits second talk in the marriage aeries.
Chrysler SM.
ioinser, good ated in engineering.
mech. II Uremia cash. CT 4-6792.
NM De. dub ape.. New paint. Ex-cond. law end. Sacrifice
Geeing! Aldo Reptar
11125., CT 2.7107 after 4 p.m.
Hydrostatics Specialty
Fountain: Breelifast, Lunch,
CV 1-4247
Sevelast Reiss
Dinner
fret. pia. Call Jerry.
164 IL Soo Salvador
Soy
701 & E. Seats Clews
CY 3-1662.

Interviews To Be Held
F or Business Jobs Soon

Arthur Williams. professor of
chemistry. He will be assisted by
Dr. Ronald Easter, assistant professor of physical science.
Dr. Gertrude Cavins, chairman
of the Science Education Depart ment will represent the Future
Scientists organization, a nonprofit group which accepts funds
for conducting workshops a nd
similar projects throughout t he
nation.
The Crown Zellerbach Foundation h as provided a $15,000
grant for the project, Dr. Duncan
said. Each of the 40 teachers, who
will be selected from seven Western states, will receive a $200
fellowship and travel expenses for
the two-week workshop.
Each of the applications for the
workshop will be reviewed by a
National Science Teachers Assn.
committee in Washington, D.C.

Work Continues

-

Teacher Ed.
Scholarships

Plan Conference

State TB Group
WWI Spartans
As Staff Trainees
Junior staff trainees are being
sought by the California Tuberculosis and Health Assn. Graduates of accredited colleges or universities with a health education
and social science background
may apply.
Candidates are trained In the
San Francisco office for three to
five months and then fire given
a permanent assignment in one of
California’s 58 countries.
- Trainees encOurage health projects among laymen, doctors and
organizations, and alsb may act
at advisers to local health and
welfare groups.
Applicants, or those wishing
more information, should see Dr.
Charlotte E. Wilcox, head of the
Health and Hygiene Department

Job Service To Begin New System

GOLDEN WEST ---

Heart Association
Seeks Trainees

Classified

MEETINGS

Meeting To Hear
Sermon Review

A&M Auto Repair

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery

terviews normally will last five
minutes.
Students will also be required
to complete an application card
which will tie filed for the school
year.

Family Life Class
Enrollment Grows
A record -breaking enrollment
turned out this semester for the
Health and Hygiene Department’s
course in Education for Family
Living. The present class enrollment of 56 represents nearly
double the usual enrollment.
Dr. Grace Forbes, who teaches
the course, attributes the increase
to more students finding out about
the class and to the general increase In college enrollment. She
says that more sections will probably be offered in the fall.
Included in the course Is the
study of human growth and de.
velopment, marital adjustments,
MirenlWad, and the American
Concept of inAttrlage,_,Spme attention Is also directed to premarital problents mitt as mate
selection, hut most of the course
deals with marine problems and
family living.

Frats Announce Pie
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
New pledges of ATO are Joe
Sturm, Keith Antes, John Miner.
Bob Kesselring, Budd O’Dell, Bob
Richards, Jim Scoppettone, Jim
Getting, and Stu Dixon,
Al Stubbe has been chosen to
represent the local chapter for
the national Thomas Arkle Clark
Award. This Is given to the senior
who is most outstanding in character, scholarship and leadership.
A party was given last Saturday after Presents at the home of
J.B. Howard in Saratoga.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Officers for the new term weife
recently installed by outgoing
president Don Karplise Theyeare
Don O’Neal, president; Jerry
Bryan, vice president; George
Ayers, treasurer; J i m Griffith,
secretary; and Tony Summers,
sergeant at arms.
Appointive officers are Don
Karpen, pledge trainer; Larry
Bruton, pledge master; Don Facclan. social; Jerry Bryan, rush;
Jim Clark, house manager; Dick
Yeager, public relations Chairman;
Bob Margherita, editor; Dennis
Crowe ,school liaison; Gary Blackhart, Greek liaison; Ray Conrady.
chaplin; Dick Parle, songleader;
Buzz Crain, activites; Pete Berman, athletics; Dave Jones and
Chuck von Damm, alumnae; John
Dunn, I.F.C. representative; Dick
Dickson, Parent’s Club liaison;
Las Spring, house committee; and
Dick Sandretto, historian.
New Delta Sig pledges are Russ
Ball, Rich Bauer. Ron Blake. Ron
Conklin, Lorne Brown, Paul Girard, Fred Gould, Darrell Graves,
Bill Grimm, Bill Helms, Vic Madden. Bill Marsh, Don Pelton.
Frank Salinero, Phil Walker, Tom
Wilson, K e n Cushman, We s
Davies, and Bud Gilmore.
Francis P. Wacker, Delta Sigma Phi national fraternity leader,
recently visited the local chapter.
The possibility of installing chapters at Humboldt State and Sacramento State Colleges was di.cussed, ---In the up-coming "Ugly Man"
contest, the Delta Sigs will team
with Delta Gamma.
A dance this weekend will honor the new pledge class.
DELTA UPSILON
Pledge pinning ceremonies were
held Sunday at the chapter house.
New’ pledges are Jim Lutz, Tom
Smothers, Care Ressa, Bob Hare
riman. Dan. Lowe Harry Love,,

es

Dave Friedentich, Bob Moore, Founders Day.
Kill Mararnonte, Don Christian- SIGMA CHI
Twelve new pledges went
son and John Moon.
through formal pledge pinning
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Albert Fink .Bob Allen, Donn ceremonies at the Sigma Chi
Mall, Raymond Fields, Ralph chapter house Monday night.
Receiving pledge pins were
Here, Eric Mohler, and Bill Ward
were recently pledged to Lambda Mike Yeager, Bob Wright, Bob
Tara, Art Miller, Dick Cory, Al
Chi Alpha.
Minney, Martel
Warren Gutzwiller, Noun a n Urederre
Shiller, and Wayne Montgomery Bartlett, Jim Beach, John Nelson,
will attend a Management Train- Al Truslow and Bob Zweig.
Pledge trainer Is Dal Certles,
ing Seminar at Ball State Teachers College this summer, it was assisted by Earl White,
announced recently. This seminar THETA CHI
New pledges for the spring semis for all chapters of Lambda Chi
and includes workshops In all ester are Don’ Anger, Tom Fousekis, Moe Stevens, Terry Cole,
phases of chapter activities.
The Lambda Chia are planning Pat Maloney, Jim Mart, Ron
their Hawaiian dance, which will Rosa, and George Curach. Newly elected officers of Theta
be held ’April 27. Also on the
agenda is an African dance to Chi are John Lucas, brotherhood
be hold March 30 at the home relief, and Jerry liumpal, publicity. House manager is Stanley
of Don Christopher.
Kilstrom and Bill Harvey wag
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
elected parlimentarian. Dick ZimNew pledges of Phi Sigma Kapmerman is new social chairman.
pa are Porter Lewis, Phil Knight,
THETA XI
Bruce O’Neill, Gary Goddard, Ili
Phil Berry, Bob Brooks, Wayne
Gates, Dave Cox. and Lee Junta.
Fox, Jerry Greenstien, Bob Kauth,
A coffee hour was held last
Wes Osmond, Frank Monoughan,
Tuesday by the Phi Sigma at the
Chet Roberts, Pete Scattergood,
San Jose Women’s Club, where
Arnie Robineon, and Gary Wood
contestants for the annual Moonwere recently presented t he
light Girl were introduced. They
pledge pin of Theta X.L.,
are Joann Crosetti, Alpha Chi
Preparations are now under
Omega; Patty Fieetile, Alpha Phi;
way for the thirst annual Leonora
Bev Nally, Gamma Phi Beta; Kay
Time Ball and queen contest,
Pittman, Chi Omega; Barbara
under the leadership of Bill
Tighe, Sigma Kappa; Sylvia Sommers, Kappa Alpha Theta; Joyce Blorge.
Schaffer, Delta Gamma; Carol
Do you know who to see if you
Cryslee. Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Dianne Harris, Kappa Delt a; have some confidential ’personal
Chris Richards, Alpha Omicron Pi; matter to "has out?" Go to the
Lois Lawton, Phi Mu; and Doro- Personnel Office and ask to see
the Dean of Men, the Dean of
thy Arnold, Delta Zeta.
Women or a counselor.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
On March 1 the following became pledges of PiKA fraternity.
They are Keith Anderson, nip
Gill, Tinker Davies, Dennis White,
John Colornobero, Ron Larsen,
SI NORTH SECOND STREET
Bill La Conti, Bill Mcauslary.
and James Wright.
SUNDAY SERVICES FEB. 24th
Ben Prather is chajaman Of’ the8:00 A.M. Holy Communion
&angel swing formal. scheduled
9.30 AM. Family Servira-V:ii-wM be held at
100 AM. Morning Prayer & Simon
Mary Anne Gardens:
By Rev. Robert Clingmen
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
4:00 P.M. Confirmation Clots
New spring pledges of SAE are
Frank Morgan, Steve Wood, Bob
Faleska, Chuck Cunningham, Jim
This Sunday the Canterbury Club will t
Vicars, Bob Rogler, and Prentice
hold ,Evening Prayer followed by a
I6mm, film. setitled, -Place In The ’
Porter.
Sun," on the work of the Episcopal
banquet will be *held Friday
Church in Central America. T h
WI th the Santa Cl a r a Valley
progrom wilt start et 7:30 P.M. in
Aliinte Association at the Hathe YoLllth Center.
waiian Gardens to celebrate

Trinity
Episcopal Church

A

PROSLRMi

To evaluate the all-round career,
advantages offered by the widely diversified
activities at Divisions of North American Abktroft:Ine
IPI R ST STEP: GET THE

AFiS

nnicWl-tInan

interviews, on campus March 8
As a graduate In
Engineering, ,Phys
Ice Applied Math. or
allied subjects you
need complete, factual information’ to
help you mike a
sound decision in
choosing yourcareer.
TomtTiCS
Get the facts In a
man-to-man interview with our representative.
Let him tell you about our unique placement
and training devised to help your potential
develop rapidly In a company where continued
expansion has doubled the number of employees in 5 years. Your possibilities are wide and
varied, as you will see from these brief notes
on the 4 Divisions:
AUTONETICS creates automatic controls ’and
electro-mechanical systems of a highly Interesting nature. Work includes research, design,
development, manufacture and testing; you
Will become a part of the latest advances ipinertial navigatiot
and guidance, fire
and flight controls,
analog and digital
computers.
ROCKETDYNE Is
building power for
outer space -Tarp,
liquid propellant rocket angines. The Field Test
Laboratory in the Santa Susan. Mountains is
the most complete rocket engine workshop in
the free world. Here a man meets more aspects

of his specialty In one week than In a year of
"conventional" practice.
ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL Is pioneering in the
creative use of the atom. If you ere able to
meet the high requirements for this work, you
can bele introduce a new Industrial era.
Atomics International Is designing and building
varied types of nuclear reactors, for both power
and research, with the practical experience
gained by 10 years in the field.
MISSILE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
Long range missiles, Including the intercontinental SN1-64 Navaho, present problems of the
most fascinating
nature. Speeds,
materials and
functions now b.
Int/ dealt with were
only theoretical
er, few years ago. The
work Is vital; the
-opportunities for
you, as a creative
ATOMICS ISTISMATIOMAL
engineer, are correspondingly great.
CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY
Make an appointment NOW to see North
American Rirprie
sentative on campus. OR WRITE:
Mr. J. Klmbark,
College Relations
Represntative.
Dept. 99120. North
American AvistIon,
Inc., Downey, Calif.
WIWIt Otvt1.01m1o0
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